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Presiding Officer Richard Bogartz called the 760th Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate to order on September 
8, 2016 at 3:30 p.m. in Herter Hall, Room 227 and began the meeting with a reading of the poem “What Everybody 
Knows Now” by Jacqueline Woodson. 
 
Even though the laws have changed 
my grandmother still takes us 
to the back of the bus when we go downtown 
in the rain. It's easier, my grandmother says, 
than having white folks look at me like I'm dirt. 
 
But we aren't dirt. We are people 
paying the same fare as other people. 
When I say this to my grandmother,  
she nods, says, Easier to stay where you belong. 
 
I look around and see the ones 
who walk straight to the back. See 
the ones who take a seat up front, daring 
anyone to make them move. And know 
this is who I want to be. Not scared 
like that. Brave 
like that. 
 
Still, my grandmother takes my hand downtown 
pulls me right past the restaurants that have to let us sit 
wherever we want now. No need in making trouble, 
she says. You all go back to New York City but 
I have to live here. 
 
We walk straight past Woolworth's 
without even looking in the windows 
because the one time my grandmother went inside 
they made her wait and wait. Acted like 
I wasn't even there. It's hard not to see the moment— 
my grandmother in her Sunday clothes, a hat 
with a flower pinned to it 
neatly on her head, her patent-leather purse, 
perfectly clasped 
between her gloved hands—waiting quietly 
long past her turn. 

 
A. ADDRESS BY CHANCELLOR KUMBLE SUBBASWAMY “STATE OF THE CAMPUS” 

 
Thanks very much. Good afternoon and welcome to the 2016-2017 academic year; it’s hard to believe it is 
already upon us. As we begin the 2016-17 academic year, we really have a lot to be proud of. By almost every 
measure, from the academic preparation level of our student body, to the expanding scope and impact of our 
research enterprise, we continue to push the campus to new heights, all without losing ground on our 
accessibility and affordability to students from all backgrounds. In 2013, as we celebrated the sesquicentennial 
of the establishment of our university charter, we rededicated ourselves to our land grant roots of serving the 
Commonwealth through our multifaceted mission adapted to the twenty-first century. This vision was 
articulated in our strategic plan framing document “Innovation and Impact.”  



 
Some recent accomplishments of the campus illustrate how we’re realizing that vision. In June of this year, we 
received $15 million from the MassMutual Foundation, one of the largest gifts in our history, to begin a 
public/private partnership focused on our strengths in big data and cybersecurity, areas of great importance to 
the region and the nation. Last month, we received an additional grant of $5 million from the state government 
in support of this endeavor, demonstrating that we are indeed an investment of choice for the Commonwealth. 
This gift illustrates the type of recognition our faculty are constantly garnering for the University across all 
academic disciplines.  
 
As for our student body, we are fast becoming a destination of choice for the best and brightest students across 
the state, and our promise of delivering an affordable and world-class university education has never been 
stronger. As our global reputation increases, we are also seeing a rapid spike in the number of international 
undergraduate applications, and nearly eight percent of our entering class for this fall is international. Thanks to 
your tutelage, our graduates are doing very well indeed once they are here. Our graduating class of 2016 had 
sixteen Fulbright scholars, a Goldwater winner, and a Beineke Scholarship winner; these are highly competitive 
national scholarships for students, as you know.  
 
In terms of our alumni, the phrase “so-and-so is a graduate of the University of Massachusetts Amherst” 
increasingly appears on bios as appointments, awards, and accolades are distributed across industries and 
sectors. This year alone, UMass Amherst Theater alumni were nominated for four Tony Awards, and last 
month, Justice David Lowy became the first UMass alumnus ever to be appointed to the Supreme Judicial 
Court of the Commonwealth. And our alumni and friends – and faculty, students, and staff – have demonstrated 
their appreciation for UMass and its promise. Thanks to their support, we successfully completed our UMass 
Rising Campaign at the end of June, raising $379 million, to surpass our goal by more than 25%. The Campaign 
is the largest private fundraising effort in both the history of our campus and the history of public higher 
education in the Commonwealth.  
 
We can see other signs of our success merely by walking across campus. The exciting renovation and expansion 
of South College continues and is scheduled for completion later this year and stands as a testament to our 
continued commitment to humanistic studies on this campus. The Design Building, which will open in Spring 
2017, is rising impressively to become a new campus landmark, and our commitment to leadership in 
environmental stewardship. Construction of a major expansion of the Isenberg School of Management is getting 
started, recognizing the School’s growth in leadership and the University’s emergence in national rankings. 
And, of course, restoration of the Old Chapel, my favorite project, is nearly finished.  
 
All this success comes because of the hard work of the faculty and staff here and our intentional adoption of a 
culture of planning, assessment, and improvement. We are making data-informed decisions and implementing 
evidence-based improvements. We have paid attention to external forces, disciplinary trends, revenue realties, 
and public accountability. And, we have successfully moved to a system of priority-based resource allocation. 
So, as I begin my fifth year – hard to believe – as Chancellor, I know we have positive momentum and I am 
pleased with our progress.  
 
While we have charted a course for greater success, we still have some challenging headwinds to overcome, not 
the least of which is the debt our campus carries because of the capital improvements, coupled with some new 
developments that may limit the pace of our ambitious agenda. Most notably, campus earmarks from the Higher 
Education Bond Bill of the previous administration, which were slated to help with much needed maintenance 
of Morrill, Lederle, and Machmer, have been put on hold by the Baker administration, and it is not clear if and 
when those resources will become available. The Governor has also indicated he is taking a regional approach 
to capital investment and, while our campus may have a role in that strategy, we are not sure what the outcome 
will be. These new developments come at a time when we are also assuming the unexpected financial 
obligations for funding the University’s collective bargaining agreements, an obligation which is expected to be 
met by the state. Further, while we are always circumspect about raising tuition, in the past, that path has 
allowed us to close the gap on mandated expenses and for also carrying out quality enhancement. Increasingly, 
however, this option is viewed unfavorably by the University Board of Trustees, and I don’t blame them; I, too, 
am not fond of that.  
 



So, what are we to do as we see our destination in sight, but these winds challenge our progress? Even as we 
continue to press for greater investment from the state, we will have to continue to increase efficiency and look 
to new ways of funding our priorities, taking advantage of our own strengths. Given demographic changes and 
job market trends, for example, over seventy percent of higher-education seekers today are nontraditional 
students. Continuing and Professional Education holds great promise for expansion and I’m very pleased with 
the efforts being made across our academic units. Many are suggesting, for example, that we go to a concept of 
a flagship fee, an additional levy to attend the flagship campus, but we must ensure that our indicators of 
success clearly warrant such a fee even before discussing it.  
 
One thing is clear, our renewed focus on student success must continue apace regardless of our financial 
challenges. Our ability to clearly articulate and demonstrate our value as the flagship campus of the 
Commonwealth is critical to our future success. Our role as the flagship campus of the Commonwealth is to 
provide the highest-achieving students in the state the same caliber of education and job market opportunities 
their peers receive at flagship campuses in states such as Michigan, North Carolina, Virginia, Wisconsin, and 
universities throughout the California system. These states understand that by offering an affordable alternative 
to the private elite colleges and universities, students from middle-class and working-class families have an 
opportunity to attain a high-value university degree, and the state is ensured of talented and educated 
professionals and leaders. It is critical that this education be attainable regardless of socioeconomic background. 
In recent years, we successfully implemented strategies focused on increasing recruitment of underrepresented 
and underserved students to our campus. We are beginning to have more success in this regard already. This 
fall, our ALANA – African, Latin American, Asian, and Native American – student population increased from 
24% of the entering class to about 29%, and the underrepresented minority population increased by more than a 
percentage to 13%. We also welcomed a total of 1,672 first generation students: that is about 29% of our 
entering class, including transfer students. Meanwhile, the academic profile of the class of 2020 remains at the 
same strong level as the entering class of 2019, with average SAT’s of 1225 out of 1600 and GPA of 3.82 and a 
high school rank in the top fifth of their graduating class.  The creativity and innovation behind our success 
requires a diverse faculty and, over the past few years, we have put a great deal of thought into our recruitment 
and hiring process for faculty, as well. In particular, the revised Campus High-Impact Program, or CHIP, and 
the Target of Opportunity programs have proven to be very positive initiatives. Even with modest support for 
these two programs, we are encouraged by our recruiting success. We hired a total of 73 faculty members last 
year: 49% were female, and approximately 40% were minorities. These programs continue even with our 
tighter budgets this year.  
 
As we begin this new academic year, clearly we have challenges ahead of us, but we also find ourselves at an 
extraordinary and unmatched point in the hundred-and-fifty-three-year history of this University. Never before 
have we had the convergence of strengths and support we enjoy at this moment. How well an institution 
progresses, especially during tight-budget times, depends on how well the University pulls together as a 
cohesive community and maintains focus on its mission, how well it supports one another in a climate of mutual 
respect. This has been my experience with the UMass community and, therefore, I am confident we will 
continue our forward momentum in the coming years. Thank you. 

 
Senator Farshid Hajir: Hi. This is not a question; it’s just a comment. Everybody knows that making 
budgeting changes is always much, much easier in a year where there is some kind of surplus, so I would just 
like to applaud you and your administration for starting on the critical job of priority-based budgeting in a year 
where we didn’t have an increase. To me, that’s the biggest change that’s been made and it’s really turned the 
corner for the University. 

 
Chancellor Subbaswamy: Thank you. I do want to clarify that this is an analog process, not a digital process, 
in that there is no magical system that has been in place. Our various folks in the budget department are still 
working on the so-called model. But the actual budget discussions were all based on discussions, looking at 
numbers, looking at data, and deciding what makes most sense in conversations between deans and department 
chairs, deans and the Provost, and me and the Campus Leadership Council. Thank you. 

 
MJ Peterson, Secretary of the Faculty Senate: What do you think is the number-one thing that we need to 
focus on in the coming year? Of course, there will be about eighty-five things, but what’s number-one? 

 



Chancellor Subbaswamy: I think it’s interesting; everything is so interlinked. I’m reminded of former 
Secretary of the Treasury O’Neill, from a long time ago. He was an Indiana University graduate and I was a 
dean, so I got to interact with him a little bit. He was the former CEO of Alcoa.  When he became the CEO, he 
said, one of the big problems that was there at that time was that there were too many injuries of employees 
because it’s a very dangerous high-temperature and high-electricity process with electrolysis involved. He said, 
“I set out the goal to be, unconventionally, the safest company in the world.” Be best at something - that’s his 
mantra - and everything else follows because they’re all interlinked. You have to have processes that feed right 
and so on. So, I say, get down to the basics: student success. Let us recommit ourselves to student success; by 
that I mean undergraduate, graduate, and our post-doctoral students. That requires that we take care of all our 
business, our research business, our outreach business, because of our commitment to service learning, and 
everything else. So, honestly, we are an educational institution, so if you put that center, first and foremost, 
everything else falls into place, in my opinion. 
 
Randall Phillis, Vice President of the Massachusetts Society of Professors: Thank you for the upbeat intro to 
the year. Among the good news you said was the hiring of seventy faculty members, in the previous year. I just 
wonder about the breakdown between tenure-system and non-tenure-system faculty. 
 
Chancellor Subbaswamy: The number I gave was all tenure-system. Not all of it is add-on, as you realize. 
There’s turnover. We still don’t have a net-plus number, but I think there is a plus. Usually, we hire so many 
and so many retire. We’ve been getting a net-plus of ten, or in that range. I think we’ve continued that although, 
I suspect, that this year we certainly will not be making that same progress because of two successive years of 
budget reductions.  

 
B. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

1.  Principal Administrative Officers 
 

Katherine Newman, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs: I just wanted to 
continue on the good-news trajectory that the Chancellor began with. We’ve had some extraordinary 
support, coming from unusual corners, for our programs, and I thought you would be appreciative of 
them. The first is that we’ve had a real up-swelling of interest in our Honors-to-Honors Program for 
students coming out of the honors programs in the state’s fifteen community colleges, who are first-
generation and low-income, accepted into our Commonwealth Honors College. This is a highly 
competitive process but, for those who actually make it all the way through, we now have substantial 
scholarship support coming from two important foundations in our own community, the Community 
Foundation of Western Massachusetts and the Davis Foundation, but also from the Balfour Foundation in 
Boston, the Bank of America Foundation, and together, this is about $2 million worth of support for these 
students who are going to be, we’re certain, among the most successful of all. This will give them $6000 
awards on top of their need-based aid; this is for just Massachusetts residents, of course. What is 
important is not only the amount of money but the fact that this range of foundations is taking note of the 
extraordinary quality of this University, and backing it with really substantial dollars, and my hope is that 
that will continue as we run that money down, that they will re-up, so to speak.  

 
I also wanted to mention that, as part of the Honors-to-Honors Program, with the leadership of Dean 
Gretchen Gerzina, we are now establishing the core honors seminar, “Ideas that Changed the World,” on 
five of those community college campuses, the three in our region and two in the Boston area, Roxbury 
and Bunker Hill Community Colleges. So, those honors students on those campuses, we hope, will get a 
head start on thinking of themselves as at the beginning of a four-year trajectory and will compete to join 
us at the Honors College. These are all, as I said, low-income and first-generation students. So, our own 
instructors are going to be teaching these courses on an ad-comp basis, or whatever we call that. But, it is 
going to export a piece of UMass to the community colleges and build an intellectual bridge, if you will, 
back to the Honors College.  

 
We have also been the recipients of a very generous grant from the Mellon Foundation, and here I want to 
spotlight our colleagues in the Du Bois Center, Whitney Battle-Baptiste especially, who were in the lead 
here. This is the first grant of this type that the Mellon Foundation has given to our campus. I will support 



a program for faculty scholars from elsewhere who come to work in the collections of the Du Bois 
Center, for our own faculty to form a faculty seminar based around the ideas of Du Bois and his 
intellectual descendants – a whole range of social-justice-related ideas – and graduate students, especially 
in the humanities and the humanistic social sciences, who will join them. Another piece of the Mellon 
grant is to enable the students enrolled in that core honors seminar, “Ideas that Changed the World,” to 
visit our campus once a semester to get a feeling for what those original research documents in the Du 
Bois Center look like, to get experience with research because those documents have all been digitized, to 
meet our own honors students, and again, try to, I hope, imagine themselves as members of our own 
community. So, that’s a very generous three-year grant from the Mellon Foundation. These are just in the 
good-news category of achievement and recognition for our campus.  

 
The last thing I wanted to mention is a new membership that we took out as a campus in an organization 
called Scholars at Risk. This runs out of NYU; you might think of it as an Amnesty International for 
academics. They represent and support academics in countries that are in crisis, where they have been 
threatened with jailing or worse, and they enable us to invite some of those scholars to join us for 
whatever period of time we can afford. They have member institutions all over the world. So, this year, 
we have invited four different scholars. We know for sure that two of them are coming, there’s a third 
who’s in negotiation, and we’ll see about the fourth. So  – I thought you might be interested – we just 
found out today, in fact, that Raji Ghawi, who is from Homs, Syria, is coming. If you’ve been watching 
the news, you know that Homs has been at the epicenter of the horrendous civil war in Syria. He is a 
computer scientist. He will be coming here for two years to be a lecturer in our College of Information 
and Computer Sciences. The other scholar who we’re certain of is Hande Gürses, who will be in the 
Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures. She is a specialist in Turkish literature and  is 
coming to us from Istanbul. These are two scholars who were very much at risk for their own safety and 
they will be joining our campus community for two years. But, I mainly wanted you to know that this is 
something we decided to invest in and I hope, if it proves valuable, that this will be a tradition that the 
UMass campus follows in for many years to come. I think it’s quite consistent with the campus’ traditions 
and cultures. Thank you. 

 
Alyson Gill, Associate Provost for Instructional Innovation: Good afternoon. Vice Chancellor Julie 
Buehler could not be here this afternoon so she asked me to make a couple of announcements on her 
behalf. First of all, when we left off at the end of the year, we had just finalized the strategic plan for IT. 
As many of you know, we had it in a period of closed comments for the campus, where the campus was 
commenting on it. Over the summer, we opened that up, and now it’s available for public view on the IT 
website. So, I would encourage you all to look at it if you have not already. In particular, the section on 
teaching and learning we’re now using as a focal point for information about instructional innovations, 
driving innovations on our campus. She also wanted me to mention the network progress. The 
modernization of the campus network is our number-one priority for Fiscal Year 17. In order to be able to 
show people what we’re actually doing in these buildings, we’ve created a visual on the IT website that 
shows you where we are in the progress, so you can actually see. This is our effort towards transparency. 
You may not know that the number of unique devices has increased by 82% on this campus since last 
year, so there’s an increasing burden on the network, and we’re trying to meet that. The Data Center is 
the technical heartbeat of the campus and it involves all things like our LMS’s, our police system, our 
student records system; this is getting updated usually once every three decades, and as many of you 
know, we’re in the middle of updating it right now. We’re moving along quickly and we’re moving very 
carefully. She asked me to say that if there are any service interruptions, we’ll try to keep those very 
brief, we’ll communicate those well, and we hope that you have patience with us during that process. And 
finally, I wanted to mention that instructional innovation is strong at UMass Amherst and so, over the 
past year, we’ve created a website. All you have to do is remember the word “innovate” 
(www.umass.edu/innovate). That is our instructional innovation group, and we’ve also created one for the 
UMass system, because we wanted to be able to share best practices across the UMass system. That word 
is “instruct” (www.umass.edu/instruct). We would welcome your looking at that and then providing 
comments. Thank you very much. 

 
Andrew Mangels, Vice Chancellor of Administration and Finance: Swamy mentioned in his remarks 
the idea of being the best in something, and I know many of you have probably already heard this, but we 



were voted the number-one dining service in the country. Anybody who has been around for the 
orientation and move-in has probably heard that three hundred times, but I hope you get a chance to go to 
the Today Show and watch the whole episode. Not only did they award us the number-one food service, 
they also said some really great comments about the University and what a great University we are. It was 
a great sort-of free plug for the University. So, it’s really neat: there’s a lot of achievement for our 
Auxiliary Enterprises staff.  

 
We’ve been very busy throughout the summer with all of our construction. Swamy mentioned some of 
the major projects. Of course, there are other campus-based projects that are going on. In particular, many 
of you have seen the solar canopies that are going up on our parking lots; I apologize for some the 
disruption that that’s causing. Bear with us; it should be over by the end of this semester. There’s a real 
rush to get the construction done because the solar SREC credits are expiring on January 8th, I believe, so 
there’s a mad rush by the solar companies to get the construction all completed. I know there’s been a 
little bit of disruption. If you have issues, feel free to contact me or Jonathan King in Parking Services.  

 
The last thing to announce is that we are in full swing with the graduate hiring process. As we announced 
last winter, for the spring semester, we implemented some policies and procedures that really sped up the 
graduate hiring process for all of the assistantships. HR worked all weekend. We had a number of grad 
students coming in to fill out paperwork, working in tandem with the Graduate School and, of course, all 
of you in the departments. So, I’d like to thank everyone for the hard efforts that we’re making to get the 
graduate students paid on time; this is something we’re looking to achieve. We have twenty-five hundred 
appointments already processed. We’re at the last stretch; we have about a week to go to get everybody 
on the payroll. So, I appreciate everybody’s hard efforts in cooperating with us so that we can have them 
all get paid on the first paycheck of this semester. Thank you. 
 
Michael Malone, Vice Chancellor for Research and Engagement: Thank you.  For the last fiscal year, 
our sponsored research awards are up by about $2 million, which is good news. We expected a drop-off 
in state awards since we had a very large investment, mainly in equipment money from a state a few 
years ago, but I was very happy that the federal awards were up $6.6 million in a year in which federal 
awards overall were down. I think that’s a great credit to this hard-working and inventive faculty. I would 
say we had our greatest success in training grants, which is terrific. The Grad School provided terrific 
support for laying out those program plans and training grants and I think there’s more headroom there. If 
you’d like help with this, we’re happy to do it. I am delighted to say that our campus reviews of centers 
and institutes are now current; it was a long time coming. Associate Vice Chancellor Elizabeth Chilton 
took a lead role in getting this over the finish line and we have continuing reviews now to do but we’ve 
caught up with our backlog and I want to thank all the faculty who participated in the reviews. Finally, 
I’d like to say that I’m particularly thrilled that the first ever image of a human subject in our MRI 
machine was taken yesterday. 
 
John McCarthy, Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Dean of the Graduate School: I just 
wanted to begin with a footnote to Provost Newman’s announcement about the connection with Turkey. 
The University’s connection with Turkey goes back quite a ways: Henry Hill Goodell was actually born 
in Constantinople in 1839. He was the President around the turn of the nineteenth century to the twentieth 
century and was the President at the time we admitted our first African-American student, our first 
woman student, and awarded our first master’s and doctoral degrees.  
 
I’m entering now my fifth year as Dean of the Grad School, just as the Chancellor in entering his fifth 
year as Chancellor, and I thought I would do a little stock taking. Like the Chancellor, we’re very much 
driven by plans, strategic planning, thoughts about what’s the right thing to do, and assessment. We have 
some plans that we have been working on for quite some time; they’re in the “Innovation and Impact” 
document that was the campus strategic planning document adopted about three years ago, and they’re 
also in the Diversity Strategic Plan, and I wanted to update you on some of the goals in those plans and 
how we’ve managed to progress on them. One of them was a call to increase graduate fellowship funding, 
and in a partnership of the Grad School, the deans of the colleges, and the Provost, we’ve done a 
significant increase, a doubling, in fact, of the graduate fellowship money, and we hope to do more in the 
future. We’ve also given departments a lot more control over that money so that they can use it in a more 



intelligent and intentional way, to enhance recruitment and retention of their graduate students. The plans 
also call for us to increase recruitment, retention, and completion by students of color and students from 
other underrepresented groups, and we are making some really good strides in that area now. The campus 
has always had a good record in the STEM side of things and now we’re matching that on the non-STEM 
side: the South end of campus and Furcolo. This is being done under the leadership of Associate Dean of 
the Graduate School Barbara Krauthamer. Last summer, we had a diversity fellowship program, 
dissertation fellowships, for students to help them complete, and their summer was bookended with two-
day events, at the beginning and end, about time management, about getting writing done, and there were 
writing groups throughout the summer, all under Barbara Krauthamer’s leadership. I’m pleased to say 
that we heard a lot of anecdotal reports of success so far; a student last week turned in her dissertation 
draft completed, another student completed a dissertation and defended it, and another student completed 
three chapters; these are really great results and progress on completing dissertations is absolutely critical.  
 
Another of the things that was called for was to create an office of professional development and we now 
have quite a robust office of professional development in the Graduate School. These two pages – I 
brought a few copies of these if anybody is interested –are just their events for September, workshops for 
grad students; they’re doing about two hundred events a year. They are really extraordinary under the 
leadership of Director Shana Passonno. Another thing that was called for was to have a graduate student 
orientation that included things like diversity training and we did that for the second time; the first time 
was a year ago, the second time was last week. This is the program; it’s ten pages long. There were all 
kinds of events: there was diversity training for students from every college based on what is important in 
each college. Anna Branch and Barbara Krauthamer did the training for SBS, HFA, and Isenberg. We had 
other people that would be familiar to all of you working in other areas. We also had grad students deeply 
involved in this. You’ll be pleased to know as faculty members that one of the best-attended sessions we 
had was on building strong relationships with faculty, which filled the Amherst Room in the Campus 
Center; there were two hundred students there. The Office of Professional Development, as Mike 
mentioned, has been a factor in improving the campus’ performance in applications for training grants 
and building faculty interest in being able to see that this is something that you really should do. For 
STEM faculty, a training grant is really a labor of love; it isn’t advancing your own research program so 
much as advancing the professional development and training of graduate students, and so it’s important 
that the campus provide them with that kind of support, and we had $11.4 million of new money. So, I’m 
really pleased that we’ve accomplished so much and I’m looking forward to a new year and more to 
come. 
 
Chancellor Subbaswamy: Mr. Presiding Officer, I’ve been remiss in not making two important 
introductions. One is, in fact, somebody you heard from. Andy Mangels is no longer Interim Vice 
Chancellor for Administration and Finance. After a year of his trying it out and us trying it out, we have 
concluded that he, in fact, is the right person and I would like to remind you that I combined two 
positions into one, so we get two for one; he does two jobs now for the price of one. Thank you, Andy, 
for all you do. The second introduction I want to make is the new Faculty Advisor for Diversity and 
Excellence, Dr. Anna Branch. Please stand up and be recognized. She is a Professor of Sociology. Her 
professional work, her professional research interests, and work on diversity and inclusive excellence 
really mesh in really nicely and I’m pleased she has joined to continue the able work that was done for 
the past three years by Amilcar Shabazz, who is now back in the Department of Afro-American Studies. 
Thank you, and I believe the Provost has an important introduction to make as well. 
 
Provost Newman: Yes, I’m following the distinguished Chancellor in having two things I wanted to 
announce, too. We have two new colleagues who have joined us this year and we are very, very pleased 
by the outcome of these two searches. First, is our new Vice Provost for Continuing and Professional 
Education, Geraldine de Berly. We stole Gerry from Syracuse University where she was very successful 
at exactly the same kind of operation and now this has just elevated, and she will be working with all the 
deans and the faculty throughout the University to help ramp up significantly our offerings in CPE. 
Second, Dean Simon Neame is the new Dean of the Libraries and he comes to us from the University of 
British Columbia where he has operated an enormous system, so we were very, very pleased we were 
able to steal him and his partner, and we’re looking forward to having these two new colleagues join our 
constellation. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 



 
2.  The Secretary of the Faculty Senate 
 
MJ Peterson, Secretary of the Faculty Senate: I’m taking advantage of my place in the meeting to 
welcome everybody back, to stand here so that you know who I am, and you all know where you can 
contact me when you have difficulties. I look forward to working together in what promises to be another 
adventurous and important year. Senator Jimoh is not here, and this is the explanation of why she is not 
continuing as Chair of the Rules Committee: she has a class on Thursdays that begins at 4:00 p.m. so she 
will continue on the Rules Committee but she is stepping down as the Chair. 
 
4.  The Faculty Delegates to the Board of Trustees 
 
Marilyn Billings, Associate Delegate to the Board of Trustees: The Board of Trustees has started up in 
grand fashion. Yesterday, they started committee meetings – the Advancement Committee and CASA, 
which is the Committee on Academic and Student Affairs – and the final work of that particular round of 
committees will be on the 21st when the full Board meets, so there won’t be really much to report today, 
other than I wanted to just comment that CASA heard from all the heads of the athletic departments from 
all the campuses about Title IX, and compliance with Title IX requirements, so that was the big thing on 
that agenda, but more after the 21st. 
 
5.  The Representative of the Massachusetts Society of Professors 
 
Randall Phillis, Vice President of the Massachusetts Society of Professors: I’m Randall Phillis, and 
I’m the Vice President of the MSP now, which is a transition. I have a couple of very brief 
announcements. We’ll be engaging in bargaining this coming fall. The intention is to get through 
bargaining in the fall so we can have some set of agreements and the financial parameters sort of set up so 
we can get in cycle with the legislative session; that might improve our chances of being properly funded. 
There are a number of issues we’re entertaining as bargaining points: class and workload, non-tenure-
track faculty, CPE, research faculty, and the anomaly process. We have a small bargaining team that will 
actually be engaging in the formal bargaining, but we’re looking for eager volunteers for a bargaining 
support committee and those individuals can participate in developing the proposals and the principles 
upon which we’ll be basing our bargaining, and the sign-up sheets for the bargaining committee groups of 
those areas I just mentioned are on the back table; be sure not to block the exits with the long line of 
volunteers that will be forming to sign up for that. The MSP will also be coming around, as we do every 
year, to a faculty meeting of each of the departments on campus early in the semester, where we’ll talk in 
some more detail about this and provide additional opportunities for you to volunteer. 
 
6.  The President of the Graduate Student Senate 
 
Canan Cevik, President of the Graduate Student Senate: Hi, everyone. I’m President of the GSS for 
the year ahead. I’m from Turkey, the Kurdistan part. I’d like to thank the Provost and her team for 
making UMass home to scholars at risk. I myself was raised under state oppression and violence – you 
may be familiar with the Middle East and what is happening to Kurds – so it is really important. I wish 
we had more resources to hire more. I am a Ph.D. Student at the Department of Economics. Right now, 
I’m narrowing down my research question for my thesis. For the GSS September agenda, we have Senate 
elections, and we are especially reaching out to underrepresented departments that historically never had 
a senator. We’re going to hold coffee hours in those departments and send emails. We are appointing 
people to the faculty councils and again, this time, we would like to appoint people not just from GSS or 
senators but from the grad student body at-large, whoever is more interested. For our first senate meeting, 
we would like to invite all resources  – those relevant to grad students, academic life, and social life – to 
introduce themselves to the grad students. In general, for this year ahead, we would like to engage the 
issue of funding, housing; you know that North Village houses are closing down. That is the most 
affordable housing for international students, especially those with families and you know how expensive 
housing is in this area. We would love to have more mindful and intentional collaboration with the Office 
of Professional Development, especially those students who never attend those workshops as they are not 
advanced enough in their studies to attend the workshop, so we would like to encourage all grad students 



to utilize the Office of Professional Development workshops. We would like more transparency in all 
departments about allocating resident assistantships, teaching assistantships, and we would like them to 
consider all access aspects, all diversity aspects, when they are allocating their resources to grad students. 
We would like to work on the food security issue; we just informed a number of students, international 
students especially, that you are losing the Survival Center. It’s huge and we are going to meet with 
Dining Commons. If we can provide a free dinner or lunch, we will work on this, too. Thank you. It is 
nice to meet you all. I look forward to serving the grad students and working with you. 

 
C. QUESTION PERIOD 

 
Senator Thomas Lindeman: This is a question for the Chancellor. At the next-to-last meeting last 
spring, we had a major discussion once again about the future of football at UMass Amherst; I came away 
from that meeting disturbed at where matters had been left and resolved to ask a question at the last 
meeting of the year. However, long before the question period occurred, which was getting close to six 
o’clock, both Elvis and the Chancellor had long since left the building to take care of other matters, so I 
resolved that I would ask the question again. I was very struck by his comment, in the midst of that 
discussion, that the Faculty Senate was not the most appropriate forum for making decisions about the 
future of football; many of the stakeholders who have an interest in that question are not here at all. So, I 
wanted ask: What steps have been taken, or are being taken, or are being contemplated, to find or create a 
more appropriate forum so that the future of football at UMass can be discussed in way where all the 
stakeholders are present? 

 
Chancellor Subbaswamy: We had some discussions about this in the Rules Committee meeting, as well, 
and my answer is always the same. There already are existing mechanisms and already-existing 
organizational arrangements for having all the oversight for everything we do. The Athletic Department 
reports to me. The Athletic Director reports to me. There is the Senate Athletic Council, and we have a 
faculty athletic representative. I insist, as I have said – you heard the word “plan” a thousand times, you’ll 
hear it again – every department, every part of the University, has been asked to develop strategic plans, 
have progress metrics, monitor them, assess them, and make plans accordingly, and review. So, the 
Athletic Department is involved in a very serious strategic planning process under the new Athletic 
Director and they will have expectations and monitoring expenses and so forth on everything, all of their 
departments, one of which happens to be football, and there are reports provided annually on all those 
matters. So, from my perspective, it is subsumed in the normal planning assessment improvement 
planning cycle of the University and the Senate already has a mechanism to keep track of all things 
Athletics. Thank you. 
 
Senator Ernest May: Just a comment, then a brief question to Chancellor Swamy, about the general 
political climate. We had eight years under Governor Deval Patrick where we had expansionary things 
going on all over the campus and the campus prospered very well. With Governor Charles Baker, and 
various things in the political climate which are occurring presently, including the great increase in the 
demands on the healthcare system on the state budget which greatly increased from about 25% of the 
state budget to over 30% now, which further squeezes the discretionary part of the budget of which we 
are a part, and Governor Baker, although he is very popular in Boston, seems to have evolved from “Mr. 
Fix-it” to “Mr. Nix-it,” with the nixing of the Olympics for example, of the Boston Grand Prix and, more 
recently, I hear of these renovations’ deferred maintenance which is a serious issue for the campus. So, it 
seems to me that we face probably an era of different kinds of challenges, perhaps where we have to 
boot-strap ourselves a bit more than we did during the Patrick era. I just wondered if the Chancellor 
wanted to comment on the opportunities for boot-strapping ourselves and continuing the progress which 
the campus has shown over the last ten to fifteen years, and remarkable progress. I just wonder how you 
see the outlook developing. 
 
Chancellor Subbaswamy: As I partially alluded to in my remarks, I think that efficiency and 
effectiveness, as the Board of Trustees calls it, is going to be critical. We continue to continuously look 
for making our operations more efficient and less costly. There is an Administrative Support Services 
review that is continuously ongoing. Are we spending the right amounts in the right places and so on? 
That’s one part of it and, honestly, the Board of Trustees is insisting as well, as certainly our Senate 



delegates know, on so-called academic efficiency and effectiveness, and our Provost is involved in those 
circles and those discussions. So, we’re going to constantly have in terms of accountability first to show 
that we’re doing everything we can to manage the existing resources as effectively as possible; that’s 
Number One. Number Two: clearly as already this University has demonstrated its ability to use its 
strengths, its fame, its quality and reputation, when the recession came and there was a huge cut in the 
state appropriation. The University decided – this was even before my time – to slightly increase out-of-
state recruitment to make up for some of those losses and that has worked really well; in fact, as a result 
of that, I think we’ve done a more effective job at marketing and now, even without resorting to some of 
the methods that other universities have gone to, we’re getting outstanding international applicants 
coming for undergraduate education and so on, so there’s that market developing. There have been a lot 
of new Master’s programs that our own units are starting under the nudging of our Provost, which will 
generate revenue that will then help carry out other things. All of those things will be some things we will 
do while, at the same time, pushing the state to recognize the value and the importance of the University. 
We are educators; I am confident we can educate the Governor and his staff over the next three years or 
seven years. We can do so. We have a Senate President who still has another six years there and, 
hopefully, I have another six years here and the two of us together will figure out ways to make this 
University continue to make progress. “Top 20 or bust.” 

 
D.  ELECTIONS 

 
1. TWO AT-LARGE MEMBERS OF THE RULES COMMITTEE  

 
Secretary Peterson nominated Bruce Baird and Marinos Vouvakis.  
(Further nominations will be accepted from the floor.)  
No further nominations were made, and Bruce Baird and Marinos Vouvakis were elected by 
acclamation. 

 
2. CHAIR OF THE RULES COMMITTEE 

 
Senator James Rinderle nominated David Gross. 
(Further nominations will be accepted from the floor.) 
No further nominations were made, and Senator Gross was elected by acclamation. 
 

E. BYLAW CHANGES  
 

Special Report of the Rules Committee concerning Bylaw Changes, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-001 
with Motion No. 01-17. 

 
MOTION:  That the Faculty Senate approve the Bylaw changes, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-001. 
01-17 

 
(Inasmuch as these are changes to the Senate’s Bylaws, this was the first of three readings of this motion. 
It will be read again at the 761st and 762nd meetings of the Faculty Senate. The motion may be debated 
and amended at all three meetings.) 

  
Secretary Peterson: I just want to say for informational purposes that these amendments refer to correcting 
titles. We had a number of references to something called the Director of Libraries in the Bylaws, and now that 
we have a Dean of Libraries, we’ve got to fix that. There will probably be some other similar changes related to 
other titles coming forward later in the process. 

 
F. ANNUAL REPORT 

 
Annual Report of the Faculty Senate’s Research Library Council for Academic Year 2015-2016, as    
presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-002. 

 
 The report was received. 



 
G. ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE RULES COMMITTEE, ON BEHALF OF THE FACULTY SENATE, 

OVER THE SUMMER 2016, APPROVAL OF THE FOLLOWING: 
 

1. Special Report of the Academic Matters and Academic Priorities Councils concerning a 
Revision of the Bachelor of Science (B.S.) Program in Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 16-077 with Motion 34-16. 

 
MOTION:  That the Faculty Senate approve the Revision of the Bachelor of Science (B.S.) Program in     
34-16 Civil and Environmental Engineering, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 16-077. 
 
 The motion was adopted. 

 
2. Special Report of the Academic Matters, Academic Priorities and Program and Budget Councils 

concerning a Real Estate Series Certificate at Isenberg, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 16-078 with 
Motion No. 35-16. 

 
MOTION:  That the Faculty Senate approve the Real Estate Series Certificate at Isenberg, as presented    
35-16 in Sen. Doc.No. 16-078. 
 
  The motion was adopted. 

 
H.  OLD BUSINESS 
 

Amendment to the Special Report of the Nominating Committee concerning Nominations to 
Faculty Senate Councils and Committees, as presented in Sen. Doc. 16-061A. 

 
MOTION:  That the Faculty Senate approve the Amendment to the Special Report of the Nominating  
28-16 Committee concerning Nominations to Faculty Senate Councils and Committees, as 

presented in Sen. Doc. No. 16-061A. 
 

Professor Daniel Gordon: I’m Dan Gordon, History Department. I’m actually not a senator, but I’m 
grateful for the chance to speak. I do want to point out one thing that looks like an anomaly to me in the 
list, while this appears to be the most routine thing to confirm, there are seven new nominees to the Gen. 
Ed. Council. We’re given their departmental affiliations; we’re not given their academic rank. I was 
struck by the fact that six of the seven are lecturers, and I just wanted to turn that concept around with 
you for a moment. To avoid any possible misunderstanding and, even though I don’t think any of those 
lecturers are here, I have nothing but praise for their willingness to serve, and lecturers do have a place on 
Faculty Senate councils, but I would ask the Faculty Senate to consider: what if all seven had been 
lecturers? What if all the other members who are already on the council are lecturers? Is there, in fact, a 
limit to what percentage of the council should be lecturers? Now, for the sake of precision, I just want to 
offer three specific points about why Gen. Ed. in particular should not have such a heavy preponderance 
of lecturers on the council. The first has to do with the attitude towards Gen. Ed. as a whole. I think the 
preponderance of lecturers runs the risk of encouraging tenure-track faculty to think that they don’t 
necessarily have to have much to do with Gen. Ed. and simultaneously encourages lecturers to believe 
that Gen. Ed. is, in fact, their special area of expertise. Secondly, the Gen. Ed. Council approves courses 
and it doesn’t just approve 100-level courses but also approves the 300-level IE courses, and without 
getting into the nuances of who is eligible to teach IE courses across the various departments, I believe 
there are some that at least prefer to have tenure-track faculty members teaching it. I teach an IE myself 
and I recently had a conversation about teaching IE with Larry Schwartz, the Isenberg Professor of 
Biology who also teaches IE, so I think there is something to think about with full faculty teaching IE 
courses which are advanced in nature and appointing six lecturers, with the other being an assistant 
professor, to the Gen. Ed. Council. Finally, the Gen. Ed. Council is responsible for considering changes 
in the whole system of Gen. Ed. and the Diversity Requirement, for example, I believe will be up for 
discussion in the near future and there is a question of how you want to compose a council that is going 
to make such fundamental changes in our educational system. Of course, lecturers can be as qualified as 



tenure-track faculty but, broadly speaking, tenure-track faculty enjoy more independence, have more 
experience in feisty debate, are more equipped to take risks in expressing their opinions, and have other 
experiences that are very relevant for the formation of general policy. I’m actually not going to go so far 
as to suggest that we don’t ratify the nominees but, if possible, I would recommend that the titles and 
ranks of those appointed as nominees be given on these sheets because we may begin to detect larger 
patterns, in the councils, as a whole, in the process. I don’t think Claire Hamilton is here – she’s the Chair 
of the Gen. Ed. Council – but I did discuss this in depth with her before speaking, and without attributing 
opinions to her that she might not want to be shared in public, she was not averse at all to my raising 
these questions. Thank you. 

 
Presiding Officer Bogartz invited Professor Gordon to a future meeting of the Rules Committee to 
discuss his concerns and recommendations. 

 
Senator Arthur Kinney, Chair of the Nominating Committee, said that the Nominating Committee 
welcomes any comments, which may be left with the Faculty Senate Office. 

 
Senator Ernest May: I’d like to follow up on Professor Gordon’s comments. The Gen. Ed. Council has 
an immense amount of responsibility because it really is responsible for a third of the undergraduate 
curriculum and the workload is rather enormous, so it always has been difficult to find a faculty member 
to chair that Council and, usually, they give it up after a year because it’s like a half-time job. 
Membership on the Council, similarly, is a pretty heavy workload where each member has to review a 
rather serious number of courses in the course of a year. So, I do think it’s something for the Rules 
Committee to consider. We had a system of incentives that took place at one time in the history of the 
Senate, actually when we made the revisions to the Gen. Ed. curriculum, particularly. There were some 
incentives that were applied to make this happen and, if there are going to be fundamental changes in the 
system  or fundamental reconsideration of it, this is a huge task and somebody has to coordinate it. 
Probably, Vice Provost Barr and other people should give some consideration to how that’s going to be 
engineered. 

 
The motion was adopted as amended. 

 
The 760th Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate stood adjourned at 4:50 p.m. on September 8, 2016. 


